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Preface

This research project was born out of a compositional idea. I wanted to make a

performance in which circus (in this case consisting of acrobatics and juggling) was

accompanied by life music. This music I wanted to compose in close collaboration

with the acrobats and jugglers creating the circus. While in the field of theatre, and

certainly that of music theatre, it is quite common that a composer writes new music

specifically for the occasion, in many circus shows - at least that I have seen - the

music is just been taken from CD. This manner of using music in a show can give

fantastic results of course, but I thought it more interesting if the elements of circus

and of music were being developed simultaneously. In this way, both elements can

profit from each other, giving results that aren't possible to achieve otherwise. To

make the connection between circus and music even stronger, I thought it would be

best if there were an element that could function as both circus and music. To my

happy surprise, juggling turned out to be the perfect candidate for this task.

Now because  creating a full performance with many more ingredients than

just juggling and electronic music was far too ambitious in the end, I took some steps

back and concentrated myself only on the basics: getting an electronic system with

juggling to work. This gave some very nice results already, which I hope to present

on my graduation concert in June.

It is always very nice, and often quite surprising, if you can combine to

different fields of interest. In this case, that happened wonderfully with two of my

greatest joys: music, and acrobatics. Finally, some words of thanks: to Martijn, for his

great work in MAX/MSP and for our nice and fruitful collaboration. And of course to

Suus, for being with me.
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Introduction - Why juggling?

In this thesis, I will signal a major problem in the life performance of electronic music,

and will pose a perhaps unexpected possible solution to this problem: the use of

juggling as an interface for electronic music.

The traditional Western acoustical instruments have undergone a process of

development and standardization that started over a millennium ago, while electronic

music is only a hundred years old. Unsurprisingly, a clear standard for electronic

concerts has not yet been set, and there is no such thing as a commonly accepted

and widely used set of electronic instruments. In a concert of well-known acoustical

instruments, the audience easily understands the relationship between the visual and

the auditive - that is, between the physical actions of a performer on an instrument

and the sound result thereof -, but in an electronic concert this relationship often

remains unclear. Thus, a performance of electronic music is often difficult to

comprehend on an analytical level, and, while fascinating to listen to, sometimes

plainly boring to look at. Not without reason, a common complaint about live laptop-

players is 'the guy might as well be checking his email'. The underlying cause for this

is that the audience might feel puzzled about the roles of electronic devices,

speakers and persons being present on stage. Even if this puzzlement is totally

unconscious, it will still lessen the concentration to the music itself and therefore

makes this music harder to appreciate.

One (rather obvious) solution to this problem is the use of a setup where the

interface to electronic sounds does have a clear, one-to-one relationship between the

visual and the auditive. To achieve this, one needs, firstly, (electronic) controllers and

instruments that have a strong visual character - much unlike the laptop mouse and

keyboard! - and secondly, a careful programming of the way these devices are

connected to musical soft- or hardware (this process is called mapping). Shortly,

electronic music is in a strong need of new instruments, that are more than just

practical tools or flashy gadgets. In this thesis, I claim that juggling is a very

interesting and highly potential candidate for this task.

The term 'instrument' needs some explanation. An instrument internally

consist of various 'building blocks', that together form its character: an interface, a

sound source, and a fixed connection between the two, in software, in hardware, or

in both. An interesting instrument is usually very easy to understand conceptually, but

very hard to play. This goes, for instance, for all standard instruments of the

symphony orchestra. An instrument that is very easy to use mostly strongly limits the
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player musically: it often has just one sound, or is suitable in only a few musical

styles. On the other hand, a 'rich' instrument like the piano isn't limited to any musical

style at all, and, although of course bounded by its acoustical construction, has

enormously broad sound possibilities. For instance, one pianist can have a very

personal 'sound', that can be clearly distinguished form another pianists sound. Note

that this difference is not only caused by difference in virtuosity, but also purely by

different ways of playing the same instrument. In this thesis I claim that juggling can

be seen as the interface to such a rich instrument: easy to understand for an

audience, hard to play for a performer.

Juggling obviously is a highly virtuous art form, that takes a long time to

master, and in which different performers can have clearly distinguishable styles.

Juggling also is very expressive by nature, very much in the same way as dance;

movement and rhythm are its two main parameters of expression. Setting up juggling

as an interface of a musical instrument is not so strange as it may seem at first sight.

Juggling has many similarities with music (which will be discussed in detail later on),

and juggling feels a lot like playing a musical instrument.

Unlike in most acoustical instruments, with juggling as the interface of an

instrument, all its components (interface, sound source and the connection between

the two) will physically be completely separated from each other. The sound source

would be some kind of musical software (or, to be more precise, the combination of a

computer, musical software, a form of amplification and speakers); the connection

between interface and sound source would be a combination of some kind of

hardware that 'captures' the juggling (for this there are various options, as we shall

see) and software to translate the captured 'juggling data' into parameters our

musicals software can work with.

Thinking of juggling as a new musical instrument I expect will give inspiration

to many interesting musical thoughts, both to composers and musicians, and, from a

juggler's point of view, might lead to the discovery of many new patterns and tricks.

This thesis can be seen as a first exploration of this exciting new field, that has been

worked with on some occasions by jugglers, but as far as I know, not yet by

musicians or composers. On many subtopics I can only touch the surface here,

particularly when it comes to instrument design. I will give some examples of new

instruments that use juggling as their interface, but these could be worked out in

more detail. I hope to inspire both musicians and jugglers to actually do this.

In this thesis I will focus on the practical implications of juggling as a controller of

electronic music. My research question is two-folded: what are the possibilities using
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juggling as a controller of electronic music, and what are the advantages of this,

compared to other kinds of controllers? In other words: what can be achieved

through juggling in a live-electronic music performance that cannot be achieved

otherwise? Hereby, I will look no so much at technical advantages (in fact, using

juggling as an controller is technically much harder than using most standard

controllers), but more at performative advantages, that is, features that benefit a live

performance visually and help the audience appreciate the electronic music better.

To use juggling musically, we must first establish a precise knowledge about

what the 'juggling data' mentioned before, consists of. Secondly, we must look at the

technical means to convey this data to actual (electronic) music. Naturally, the basics

of this second step is some knowledge about electronic music in general. Therefore,

in order to answer my research question, I first have to talk about juggling and

electronic controllers in their own regard. I have to describe what juggling is about,

what it's possibilities are, and how it is theoretically understood. I then have to go into

the world of electronic music controllers and talk about it's general characteristics,

possibilities and problems. I also need to include a section about what is generally

meant with terms as 'controller', 'instrument', and so on, because otherwise talking

about juggling 'as a controller' of music wouldn't really make sense. Only when this

double background is established, I can combine the two and give an overview of the

musical possibilities of juggling as a new type of interface.

The first chapter is on juggling. I will first give a general description, and will then

discuss different notation systems. These will be of importance later on, when we

want to apply particular musical concepts to juggling, and vice versa. Secondly, I will

discuss the similarities of juggling with music - percussion music in particular, as we

shall see.

Chapter two is about electronic controllers. I will begin with a short introduction

to electronic music in general, and will then come to a description of what I consider

a controller, and what I consider an instrument. Hereby I will mainly discuss

controllers from the point of view of a performance, which, naturally, has the most

implicit practical relevance for my research. I will end the chapter with a discussion

about mapping - the process of translating digital controller data into musical

parameters, which is of big importance when one is using electronics.

Chapter three, the key chapter, is an overview of the different ways in which

juggling can be used as a controller of electronic music: namely by working with

external sensors (piezo-microphones or pressure-sensitive buttons), light sensors,

sensors attached to the hands, with videotracking (a system where a digital

videocamera follows - in this case - juggling objects, and maps the data it gets from
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this into audio signals, which are then used by music software to control sound

parameters), or with sensors as juggling objects. I do not claim that this overview is

complete or absolute: with some inventiveness it can always be expanded. However,

at this point in time it does seem to be a logical classification that contains the most

important 'main variants'. Of the five different possibilities I will give technical

considerations, some musical possibilities and general (dis)advantages.

In the case of videotracking, I will give a more detailed example: a description of

an instrument I am working with myself. This instrument is eventually to be used in a

performance where acrobatics, ball juggling and live (electronic) music are combined.

Here I consider juggling as a real musical instrument, which can blend naturally and

play together with other instruments (I plan to have a small ensemble of acoustic

instrumentalists playing live during the performance). I will describe the design and

the setup of the system, and the compositional plans I have with it. Currently, this

'juggling-instrument' is finished only in design; the software, written in MAX/MSP by

Martijn Duiven, is still work in progress.

Finally, in chapter four I derive at my conclusions. Having answered the first part

of my research question in the previous chapter (what are the possibilities using

juggling as a controller of electronic music), I will now come to the second part: what

is so special about juggling as a controller of electronic music. Based upon the

problems of other types of controllers and the overview of possibilities with juggling,

presented earlier, I will come to a comparison between juggling and other controllers.

I will end my thesis with some suggestions for further research and work in this field.
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1 Juggling

Juggling is the art of keeping objects in the air by throwing them from hand to hand in

a controlled, rhythmical way. A very plain definition of juggling might be 'keeping

more objects in the air than you have hands' (Austin 1974).

A juggler at work has two main parameters to express himself with: the

movement of his entire body (arms and hands in particular), and the controlling of the

juggling objects. The way a juggler moves around closely resembles the movements

of a dancer (one could state that visually a juggler is something in between a dancer

and a percussionist playing the marimba upside-down). However, in this thesis, I will

keep the movements of the juggler as a parameter out of consideration most of the

time, because I am purely interested in the way the flying around of juggling objects

can be used in a musical context. If one wants to use body movements for musical

purposes, I think it would be more practical to work with dancers instead of jugglers.1

If you have little or no experience watching juggling, I strongly recommend a

visit to one of the juggling emulators that are available via the web. Some nice ones

include 'JuggleAnim' (go to http://juggleanim.sourceforge.net), which runs both as a

Java-applet (that is, within an internet browser that supports Java) and as a stand-

alone application, freely downloadable, or 'Juggling Lab' (go to

http://jugglinglab.sourceforge.net), which runs only as an application. Additionally, at

the Internet Juggling Database there is a number of links to other juggling emulators

(http://www.jugglingdb.com/links, then click 'Simulators&Software'); one other useful

source might be http://www.juggling.org/programs. In any case, a juggling emulator is

a very handy tool, enabling you to see what the different juggling patterns described

later on actually look like.

1.1 Terminology, parameters, possibilities

The act of throwing a juggling object from a hand, and catching it in another hand (or

the same) a certain amount of time later, is shortly called a throw. This amount of

time is usually expressed in beats, although we shall see that in a musical context

this term can be a bit confusing. A series of throws that can be repeated over an over

(such as the 'cascade', or 'mill's mess'), is usually called a 'trick', but I find it clearer to
                                                  
1 Combining the two, using both body and object movements of a juggler, seems a bit too far fetched for

now, as mapping body movement of dancers into music has been proven to be rather hard already.

However, a small suggestion of such a combination is made in Chapter 3.2.
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refer to this as a (juggling) pattern. The time between two consecutive beats

determines the general juggling tempo. Throws, patterns, beats and tempo are key

elements in this and the following chapters. Finally, an important issue is the space

occupied by a juggler and the flying juggling objects together, which I will refer to as

juggling space2. Juggling space is determined by the size of a juggling pattern (both

width and height) and the physical posture of the juggler, and can vary expressively

and rapidly over time.

One can juggle with any kind of object, with any number of objects (at least

theoretically), with any number of hands - for instance, six hands (three people most

likely) could juggle fourteen bananas. Everything you can do with a juggling object

while temporarily not throwing it around, such as balancing it on your nose or

fancifully twirling it around, is a sub-family of the circus arts that, for practical

reasons, I will leave out of this thesis3.

The kind of juggling object can be categorised into four classes, according to

its way of spinning in turning in the air (Dancey 1995). A ball-type object (ball, apple,

winegum, etc.) has no spin at all to take into account. This means a juggler can throw

and catch an object of this class regardless of its three-dimensional position in space.

A ring-type object (ring, plate, Frisbee) is only a little harder: it needs to be kept

vertical, but usually this goes 'automatically' - just like a badminton shuttle always

flies bottom-forward. A club-type object (juggling club, shoe, wine bottle, fire torch)

spins in one direction: it turns along it's x-axis. This turning has to be controlled

exactly, because the club has to flip over an exact number of times in order to be

caught properly. A racket-type object (backing pan, chain saw) is the hardest of all,

because it behaves like a club, but with an extra dimension to take care of: it turns

around its x-axis, but also around its y-axis.4

Both the kind and the number of objects are factors in the level of

spectacularness of a juggling pattern. In general, the more objects are involved, and

the more complex is their spin in the air, the more spectacular is the performance.

                                                  
2 The term is borrowed from the theories on dance and body movements by Rudolf Laban (Camurri et

al. 2000; Wikipedia: Laban Movement Analysis 2009).
3 Note that in the different setups of the overview in chapter three, music mostly is triggered only when a

juggling object leaves or falls into the hands; not when it rolls over the arm or something of the sort.
4 In this overview, alternative throwing techniques, such as flipping a ring-class object like a pancake, or

twisting a club around like a helicopter's propeller, are kept out of consideration.
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All this may be very interesting, but from a theoretical point of view, it is in fact

of no importance at all. Juggling theory5, which gives us ways of discovering and

notating juggling patterns, only cares about the number of objects and the height at

which they are thrown - that is, the speed at which they leave the hands (Beek and

Lewbel 1995). This means, for instance, that juggling three balls with two hands is

theoretically the same trick when it is done by one person using both hands, or by

two persons using just one hand each, or by a very well-trained octopus using all of

its arms in turn. To make a comparison with music, a fugue differs fundamentally

from a sonata, but if you orchestrate it for car horns instead of organ, or play it at

double speed, or with only your toes, it is still a fugue.

It is important to note that, although a juggler can certainly improvise, he or she

can not just throw objects into the air randomly - and keep juggling. What you see

when a juggler is apparently freely ignoring the laws of gravity, is a thoroughly trained

knowledge and intuition on the theoretical rules of juggling, that can make a juggler

react so fast it looks like everything is possible6. But this is not true: all trows, catches

and body movements are subject to strict rules, and are possible only under certain

conditions. These conditions can then be recognised and created while juggling.

A good juggler can seemingly control all the objects in a pattern independently.

What actually happens, to be more precise, is that all objects flying around are

locked together in a single pattern, or in a series of single patterns, that can consist

of different kind of throws, with different heights. Secondly, a juggler can control the

general juggling tempo, which makes it possible to copy musical expressions as

rittenuto, accelerando, or rubato into juggling. Finally, note that it is very well possible

to change the number of juggling objects in full action, both increasing and

decreasing, for instance by hiding extra juggling balls in one's pocket and later taking

them out, throwing or receiving objects to or from a partner, or (most commonly) by

simply dropping them to the floor. This is, for instance, comparable to a pianist first

using only his middle register, and then extending down- and upwards, or to the

thickening of the rhythmical density of a musical piece.

                                                  
5 Although many jugglers are autodidacts or learn tricks from each other and are 'illiterates' in any case

(just as musicians all over the world), the mathematics that form juggling theory, including systems of

symbolical notation of juggling patterns, is very well developed over the past decades. The next section

is dedicated mostly to the most beautiful product of this theory, the notation system called site swap.
6 I get the same feeling when listening to improvised Karnatic music.
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1.2 Notation systems

A number of graphical notation systems is being used, for instance in tutorial books.

These systems usually consist of a series of 'stills' from a juggling pattern, in which

the most important moves and throws are captured in a (schematic) drawing.

However, there is a symbolical notation system that is not only far more elegant, but

also much more practical for musical purposes. This system is called site swap. Site

swap in turn lead to the development of ladder notation, causal diagrams and object

diagrams. These systems turn out to be of great use when we want to use juggling

as a musical controller.

1.2.1 Site swap

Site swap-notation was invented by Bruce Tiemann in 1985, and has been widely

used by jugglers ever since (Tiemann and Mangnusson 1991; Juggling Information

Service 1993). Site swap keeps track of the total number of objects in a pattern, very

precisely indicates height and direction of the different throws in that pattern (that is,

how objects 'swap sites'), but ignores all other parameters such as the kind of object,

the number of hands, the general speed of throwing, and body movements (Juggling

Information Service 1993, Dancey 1995). For a surprising percentage of tricks, this

works very well. Site swap is a beautiful system that is able to capture a wide range

of juggling patterns in a simple numeral notation, with only a few basic rules (Dancey

1995, Wright 1996).

Site swap assumes that there is always a constant underlying rhythm, which

determines the flow of throwing: one throw every beat7. In this way, the pulse of any

juggling trick is always perfectly regular - throw, throw, throw, throw, throw. In a site

swap pattern, every throw gets a number. All even site swap numbers represent

throws of which the throwing hand and the catching hand are the same: the thrown

object goes straight up. All odd numbers represent objects going from one hand to

the other. This site swap number is equal to the number of beats an object is in the

air before it is caught and thrown again,8 and is therefore a representation of the

height of the throw. For instance, a '3' is in the air for three beats, a '6' for six beats,

and is much higher than a '3'. Regardless of the juggling tempo, there is a fixed

                                                  
7 In chapter 1.3, we will see that the term 'beat' that jugglers usually use, can be a bit confusing when

we are comparing juggling to music.
8 The number of beats it takes to make a catch and a new throw can be played with by the juggler; this

may be anything between almost zero and over one full beat. Site swap only cares about the number of

beats between subsequent throws. In ladder notation (discussed later on) this is notated more clearly.
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height ratio between site swap numbers; this ratio is the ratio of the squares of the

numbers.9 For instance, the height ratio between a '3' and a '4' is always 9:16, which

means a '4', only one beat longer in the air than a '3', has to be thrown almost twice

as high in order to keep the beat constant. Any site swap trick is notated in the

shortest possible way. Thus '3' is short for '333333333...', a never-ending series of

'3's, and '534' is short for '534534534534...'. As a last rule, the average of the site

swap numbers in a pattern is equal to the number of objects in that pattern. The

'normal' (easiest) juggling pattern for any number of objects, is always notated in site

swap as just that number. For instance, the '3' is the basic juggling pattern with three

objects (the 'cascade'); the pattern '534' is a four-object pattern. As it is very hard to

juggle really high site swap numbers, numbers above 9 are very rare. This means a

pattern like '31' normally has to be read as a 'three-one', and not as a 'thirty-one'.

Site swap numbers always indicate relative height, dependent on the general

juggling tempo. If you juggle a '5' (the cascade with five objects) very fast, the throws

might be just as high as, or even lower than a '3' (the cascade with three objects)

juggled at slow speed. If you juggle a '3' irregularly, playing with the general tempo,

pausing a little now and then, some throws are higher than others, but according to

site swap they still are all '3's.

To make the system clear, I will now give a short overview of the first site swap

numbers and their relationship to each other. A '0' has no height at all: this

represents an empty hand, having nothing to throw (this may seem a bit strange at

first, but it only means that you can have patterns where at some point all objects are

in the air, leaving one or more hands empty for a certain amount of beats. For

instance, you can take three balls, throw them up as fast as you can, and with empty

hands wait for them to fall back. You are then juggling 55500, or 7770000 if you

throw them very high)10. A '1' represents an object going from left to right hand (or

vice versa) at minimum height. A '2' is an object that goes straight up - but very low

(often a juggler doesn't even bother to actually throw a '2', he or she just keeps it in

the hand for two beats). A '3' goes from the one hand to the other at a 'comfortable'

height. A '4' goes straight up, and goes higher than a '3'. A '5' goes from hand to

hand, and is even higher than a '4'. And so on. If you take two objects, and try to

juggle with them, you will very likely start to do '31': one object goes from right to left,
                                                  
9 This is because a juggling object is subject to the laws of gravity. The physics of movement over time

(including a juggling throw) are captured with the basic formula y(s)=v(0)s+1/2gs2, where y(s) is the

height of a throw with a site swap number s, v(0) is the throwing speed and g is the gravity constant.

Thus it shows that y(s) goes with s squared.  

10 You could also think of these patterns as '5' or '7' with gaps, or 'invisible' balls.
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the other you pick out of your left hand with your right hand (or vice versa if you are

left-handed).11

1.2.2 Ladder notation and causal diagrams

With ladder notation you can make a visual representation of a site swap pattern

(Dancey 1995). This is very practical, as it enables you to visually capture the

general character (or 'feel') of a pattern in just one drawing. A pattern notated in

ladder notation ( a 'ladder diagram') is easier to visualize than that pattern in plain

site swap, and has enormous advantages over the visual notation systems I

mentioned at the beginning of this subsection, which can give good instructions to a

learning juggler, but give no insights at all about the pattern itself, and take much

more space as well. Another advantage is that, unlike site swap, a ladder diagram

also gives information about the way hands are involved in juggling the pattern, as

well as about how much time is used for holding time (the period of time an object is

kept in a hand before thrown again).

In a ladder diagram, a 'ladder' of horizontal lines represents time: every line

stands for a beat. The x-axis is divided in different parts, one for every hand that is

juggling. With ladder diagrams one can easily notate patterns for more than one

person (although the diagram might get a bit crowded with lines); left and right hand

of every juggler involved typically appear with a small gap in between persons.12 A

juggling object (be it ball, club, or anything else) is drawn as a little circle: usually an

empty circle for a throw, a black circle for a catch. A line then connects a throw with a

catch, showing in how many beats an object flies through the air, and from which

hand to which hand, and how long it takes before an object that is caught is thrown

again (see Figure 1a, next page).

Causal diagrams (see Figure 1b, next page) are a shorter and in many ways more

practical way of drawing ladder diagrams, invented by Martin Frost (Frost 1994). In a

causal diagram, time is drawn horizontally as a series of dots, and throws are drawn

as arrows. The distance between two dots represents a throw that is notated in site

swap as that distance plus two. For instance, a (forward) arrow between two

                                                  
11 Jugglers call this kind of pattern a 'shower'.
12 It is even possible to draw a ladder diagram where the tempo of different jugglers is not the same, or

shifted from each other. The distances between lines then are different for every juggler. One juggler

can make four throws in the same time another makes three, while the two are still in the same pattern,

or a juggler can throw exotic site swap numbers such as '3.5'.
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Figure 1a: ladder notation of the patterns '3', '5', '441' and '534'

Four different juggling patterns are drawn as a ladder diagram. Each throw is a white circle, with its site

swap number next to it; each catch is a little black circle. The horizontal lines represent beats. There is

always one throw per beat, with the hands alternating. Note that for all patterns, the beats are drawn in

exact synch, so that if these patterns were juggled simultaneously, all throws would happen in synch as

well. Also note how the diagrams give a nice representation of the 'feel' of the patterns: the '3' and the '5'

look very much the same (they are both 'cascades'), only the '5' looks more crowded. The '441' gets a

sort of 'zig-zag-feeling', while the '534' (a four ball pattern) looks rather complicated with its three

different heights. Playing with general tempo and holding time could be expressed by separately shifting

up or down the lines of the beats and of the black circles, respectively.

Figure 1b: Causal diagrams of the patterns '3', '5', '441' and '534'

The causal diagrams of these patterns are

more straightforward than ladder diagrams but

don't depict all aspects of the patterns as ladder

diagrams do. Again, the general' feel' of the

diagrams corresponds very well with the 'feel' of

the juggling pattern itself. Notice that again all

throws are in synch: all dots are in line

vertically. Playing with general tempo could

here be expressed by shifting the dots forwards

and backwards.

neighbouring dots (a distance of one) means a '3', an arrow that skips one dot, going

to the next one instead ( a distance of two), means a '4'. From this it follows that all
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'odd' dots must represent the throwing and catching of left hands, and all 'even' dots

that of right hands - or vice versa.

Causal diagrams don't notate everything that happens in a pattern, as ladder

diagrams do, but only the way different throws are linked to each other as a series of

cause and effect. Charley Dancey described this series of cause and effect as the

way a 'problems goes through a juggling pattern' (Dancey 1995). The most basic

example of this is the fact that in a normal three-ball cascade, a juggler has three

balls two deal with, but only two hands. Thus, with a ball in each hand already, every

incoming ball can be seen as a 'problem' approaching the hand. This problem is

solved by emptying that hand by means of a throw. That throw causes a new

problem when it reaches the other hand, and so on. As you can see in Figure 1b, the

causal diagram of the three-object cascade (the '3' in site swap) is just one arrow

'hopping' from dot to dot: one 'problem' going from hand to hand. This is very good

visualisation of how that pattern feels to a juggler.

Ladder and causal diagrams are excellent in capturing the 'feel' of a juggling

pattern, both from a juggler's point of view as from an outsider's. This means they are

ideal tools if you somehow want to freely translate this feel into sound.

1.2.3 Object diagrams

An object diagram is yet another graphical presentation of a site swap pattern,

specifically designed by myself for the purpose of using juggling as a musical

instrument. An object diagram is a table, in which each row represents one of the

objects used in the pattern, and each column a beat. If a certain object is thrown at a

certain beat, the corresponding squares reads the site swap number that is used for

that throw. While in a causal diagram it is easy to see how the hands make different

throws over time, but hard to keep track of the juggling objects themselves (how an

object corresponds to a given site swap number at a given beat), in an object

diagram it is a little hard to keep track of the hands, but immediately clear how the

different objects are flying around and how the different site swap numbers are

spread out between them. This is especially useful if you want to literally (not freely,

as suggested with ladder and causal diagrams) link site swap to musical information -

for instance by giving every object in the pattern its own characteristic sound, which

as a musical enrichment varies a little according to the site swap number of the throw

made with that object.13

                                                  
13 Other examples are given in chapter three.
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Making an object diagram of a juggling pattern is a good way to find out what

the inner rhythmical structure of that pattern is. As an example, let's take a look at the

'534', a pattern for four objects (I recommend watching this pattern with one of the

juggling emulators mentioned at the beginning of this chapter). As we shall see, in a

pattern like this the objects don't follow the same trajectory in the air. After a certain

amount of beats, the pattern repeats itself, but meanwhile each object follows a

different cycle, because the amount of throws (three in the case of the '534') differs

from the amount of objects (in this case, four). In the '534', the first object starts as a

'5', is in the air for five beats, gets caught and is then thrown again as a '4'. Four

beats later it begins a new cycle as another '5'. The second object is thrown as a '3',

and stays a '3' all the time. The third and fourth object follow the same pattern as the

first, but start with a different phase. After nine beats, the pattern repeats itself with

the hands mirrored - thus, if you start with your right hand, only after eighteen beats

(six times the pattern in site swap) a new cycle begins with this hand. If you would

juggle this pattern with four balls in different colours - say, yellow, green, red, and

blue -, and try to look not at the pattern as a whole, but at the way the balls fly around

individually, you would see the yellow, red and blue ball alternating between '5's and

'4's, first going from one side to the other and then going straight up, each one with a

different phase, and the yellow ball going back and forth as a '3' all the time. All this

becomes very clear in an object diagram (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Object diagram of the four-object juggling pattern '534'

The four objects are marked a, b, c and d; the alternating of the hands is also indicated. After nine

beats, the pattern repeats itself, but with the hands mirrored. Only after eighteen beats we come full

circle. The inner rhythmical structure of the pattern is very clear.

An object diagram I think closely resembles written music, because of its clear two-

dimensional character. In the next section we will see that object diagrams can

literally be translated into standard musical notation in a number of different ways.
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1.3 Similarities with music

We have seen a number of similarities already. All parameters that are relevant to

juggling are also relevant to music on a symbolic level. As was mentioned earlier, the

tempo of a juggling pattern is like the speed of the metronome in music. The

differences in height in a juggling pattern are like differences in volume or pitch: the

higher throws naturally get strong visual accents, whereas the lower throws are more

in the background14. The number of objects in a pattern, and the way different throws

are spread out over time, is like rhythmical or spectral density in a musical piece.

These similarities give good reason to inspiring music on juggling, either freely, like

romantic composers were inspired by nature, or in a one-to-one relationship. For

instance, in a live situation a musician could react to a juggler in a pre-described way,

or this could be done automatically using a computer. In a similar way music is often

linked and combined with dance. To summarize, a juggling pattern has

characteristics that can be translated to music, be it literally, following a strict set of

translational rules, or in a more free manner, where for instance one could apply

concepts such as crowdedness, level of variation, speed or smoothness to both

juggling and music. A visual representation of a juggling pattern with ladder or causal

diagrams can be of much help in this process.

On a more exact level, the most important similarity between music and

juggling is clearly rhythm. For someone with experience with both juggling and music,

it is clear that the two both are systems of rhythmical expression. Of course, both

music and juggling are much more than just rhythm. Music has pitch, volume and

spectrum as its three other most important parameters; juggling has the kind of

object and a number of performance parameters. In these terms, music and juggling

are not that similar, but in rhythm they have one very important parameter in

common. The ways one can be rhythmically expressive work exactly the same for

music and juggling, as I will now explain in detail.

Expressivity can be described as the collection of possibilities to vary with a

certain parameter, leading to recognisable derivations of the original material

(Schoenberg 1973). To see the similarities between expressiveness in music and

juggling, we will look at the way one can vary and play with phrases: a unit of a

certain length that has its own, distinct character, that is recognisable as such. A

                                                  
14 Juggling on itself is not only visual - it makes sound as well. Objects falling in the hands can give a

nice percussive sound, especially if they correspond to high site swap numbers. The higher throws fall

back into the hands with much higher speed, and in doing so make louder sounds. Thus, the visual

accents are supported by acoustical accents.
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musical phrase can consist of a combination of pitches and rhythm, but also of only

pitches or only rhythm; for the sake of comparing music and juggling, we will look at

purely rhythmical phrases.

A musical phrase can be rhythmically varied in a number of different ways15.

Firstly, it is possible to add or remove rhythmical cells, making the phrase longer or

shorter. This can be done at the beginning, middle, or end of the phrase, giving a

different result in each case in terms of recognisability of the original phrase, and it

can be done regularly or irregularly (see Figure 3a). In a piece, this often leads to an

irregular meter, such as |3/8 |4/8 |3/8 |2/8 |5/8 |. It is of course also possible to place

a series of phrases with different lengths over a regular grid; in that case the accents

of the phrases fall on different parts of the measure for each phrase. Now, in juggling,

just as in music, one can make phrases of a distinct length. This can be done by

using site swap numbers as building blocks16. Not all site swap combinations are

possible17, but it is always possible to make a site swap juggling phrase shorter or

longer in a controlled way - exactly as can be done in music. Figure 3b (next page) is

an example of this.

Figure 3a: lengthening and shortening of a musical phrase

A 5/8-cell is irregularly expanded by adding notes at the end: first one eighth-note, than two, thirdly a

quarter-note is added at the beginning. The result is repeated and then shortened in a regular way: by

removing two eighth-notes three times. The beginning of every cell is notated to fall on the beginning of

a measure; an irregular meter is the result.

                                                  
15 The following draws (for its musical part) on the course Contemporary Music through Non-Western

Techniques by Rafael Reina (Conservatory of Amsterdam).
16 Other ways are also possible, but these make use of movement as a building block in a phrase, which

leads to similarities with dance instead of music.
17 The rules for how site swap patterns can be combined can be derived from site swap's basic rules,

namely that the total average always should be equal to the number of objects involved, and that no two

objects should ever fall in a hand at the same time or collide in the air. Thus, to link the three-object

patterns '51' and '3', one needs to ad '4' ('33333....4515151.....'); or '41' the other way round

('515151...413333...'). Note that the added bits '4' and '41' together make a correct average of three

again.
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Figure 3b: lengthening and shortening of a juggling phrase, notated with site swap

basic phrase:

|| 333441 ||

shortening (by regularly removing from the beginning):

|| 333441 | 33441 | 3441| 441 ||

lengthening (by regularly adding at the beginning):

|| 333441 | 4512333441 | 451512333441 | 45151512333441 ||

The basic phrase has a clear 6/8-feel to it. In the 'shortening' variation, the entire line could either be felt

as a series of |6/8 |5/8 |4/8| 3/8||, or as three bars of 6/8, where the accents fall on the first, again the

first, the last, and the fourth eight note respectively. Added cells of site swap are in bold font.

Incidentally, with most juggling emulators it is possible to enter the entire site swap series to see what it

looks like (type 3334413334413441441, 333441451233344145151233344145151512333441).

Another way of lengthening or shortening a phrase is to keep the number of

notes constant, but to make all or some of the notes longer or shorter; again either in

a regular or irregular way. A musical example of this is Figure 4a. In juggling, this is

also possible, again by using site swap. As was explained earlier, the height of a site

swap number dictates the amount of beats the object is in the air. Therefore the site

swap number of a throw is very similar to the note value of a note. For instance, if we

would see the site swap number '4' as a quaver, the '3' would be a dotted eight note,

the '5' would be a quaver tied to a sixteenth, the '6' would be a dotted quaver, and so

on. In Figure 4b (next page), a juggling phrase keeps the same number of throws,

but one of them is made higher and higher on each variation of the original phrase.

One possible musical 'translation' of the phrase is given additionally.

Figure 4a: Lengthening a musical phrase by changing note values

Here, the phrase is expanded in a regular way: first every note value is multiplied by 1.5, then by 2.
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Figure 4b: Changing a juggling phrase by changing site swap numbers; possible

musical translation of the same phrase

 || 515151 | 51713151 | 5190051 ||

This example uses another way of expansion than in Figure 4a. This is because of the fact that the site

swap series 517191 cannot be juggled (see footnote on page 5). After the '5' is changed into a '7,' and

then into a '9', some new numbers turn up to keep the pattern mathematically correct. These extra

numbers are responsible for the lengthening of the phrase; this lengthening is irregular. The original

phrase is six throws long (with an inner repetition), the first variation is eight throws long, the second

variation is seven throws long. In the musical equivalent of this phrase we see first a cell of 18/16 with 6

notes, then a 24/16-cell with 8 notes and finally a 21/16-cell with 5 notes (the '0's are skipped).

A third way to vary with a phrase is to repeat the phrase in another speed. Of

course, one could change the metronome speed at will, to any new value, which

would result in two speeds without a clear relationship. However, it is more

interesting to have a (preferably simple) metrical ratio between speeds, such as 3:4

or 7:5. This is called a rhythmical modulation. For instance, a 3:4 ratio can be

realised by repeating a phrase in eight-note triplets in sixteenths. The accents of the

original phrase will fall on other parts of the beat and the new phrase will be 3/4 times

as long as the original phrase (see Figure 5a).

Figure 5a: a phrase first in 8th-note triplets, then in 16th-notes

The two instances of this same phrase have one important 'common

denominator': the overall speed, which is determined by the clicks of the metronome

(and indicated by brackets in Figure 5a). The difference between them is their inner

speed. In Karnatic (south Indian) music, musicians have a very handy term for this

inner speed, which is matra speed. A matra is the basic rhythmical unit in a phrase,

such as triplets, 16th notes, quintuplets, septuplets, etcetera. Note that how a phrase

is notated has no influence on what matra's actually are used: a triplet-line in a 4/4-

bar uses the same matra speed as a regular 3/8-bar, namely a speed that has three

matra's per accent.
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The 'beats' in a juggling pattern (mentioned at the beginning of chapter 1.1)

are in fact matra's18: there is no need to look at these beats strictly as sixteenth notes

(or any other matra) - it just depends on what overall speed you place over the

pattern. Here, diagrams of juggling patterns come in handy. Particularly with an

object diagram of a juggling pattern, we can easily make the possibilities of different

matra speeds clear. (See Figures 5b and 5c.)

Figure 5b: Object diagram of the three-object juggling pattern '531' (twelve throws,

four accents)

Here, the '531' is juggled 'in triplets', with an accent every three throws. The accents all fall on the '5'-

throw, which is the natural accent in the pattern as it is the highest throw. In Figure 5c, the same pattern

is juggled 'in sixteenths', which causes the accents to shift through the pattern, resulting in a strong

feeling of a 4:3-ratio. The two versions of the '531' take the same number of throws and matra's

(twelve), but a different number of accents (marked by a *): three in the first, four in the second version.

Figure 5c: The '531' again (twelve throws, three accents)

1.3.1 Translating object diagrams into music

An object diagram has three parameters: the number of objects, the site swap

numbers for each throw and the number of matra's the pattern uses before it starts

repeating itself. For the inventive musician there is in fact an almost infinite number of

                                                  
18 From now on, I will avoid the term 'beat', and will use the terms 'matra' and 'accent' exclusively, which

are more clear.
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ways one could translate this data into music, but some ways seem more evident

than others. These will now be discussed, following the three parameters mentioned

above.

A first intuitive idea might be to link every object with a musical instrument.

With percussion instruments in particular this works very well: every object might

represent a part of a percussion setup or drum kit. For instance, in the '531', the

upper line could be a bass drum, the second line could be a woodblock, the third line

a snare drum. If you want to use a larger instrumentation, you would need more

juggling objects, which could be juggled either by one virtuous solo juggler, or by a

group of jugglers.

A second step must be to point a musical parameter to the site swap number.

Especially in percussion music, a logical choice would be to link the height of a site

swap number to volume. Thus, the higher throws cause stronger accents in the

musical version of the pattern. Another way would be to link site swap height with

pitch. In a site swap pattern throws higher than '9' are very rare, as the higher the

throw is, the harder it gets to control it precisely. All throws from '0' up to '9' might

regularly appear in the patterns of a good juggler, each throw having his own

character or feel. This closely resembles modal music, where every note of a scale

has a specific function. Linking site swap numbers (up to '9') with the notes in a

modal scale, one could use modes with up to ten notes - almost a chromatic scale. A

choice must be made whether a low site swap number is linked to a low step in the

scale, or whether this is done the other way round. The latter option seems the most

logical, as higher throws have stronger visual accents. Thus, the highest site swap

number might be coupled with the tonica of the scale, instead of some less important

tonal function.

Regarding matra speed, all options are equally suitable. An object diagram

gives no specific information about it, except that it shows after how many matra's a

pattern repeats itself, and that it gives a suggestion as to what might be the natural

matra speed of the pattern (the '531' from Figure 5 had a natural 'triplet' matra speed,

for instance). It can be very nice to change matra speed halfway a pattern, or to let

different jugglers/musicians work with different matra speeds.

I will now give two examples of a basic, literal translation from a juggling-composition

into a musical composition, using the same object diagram as a starting point. The

juggling consists of a long series of four-object patterns, using the '534', '5227' and

'561' as building blocks. At the end, there are variations on a trick called 'the flash'

(where you just throw everything you have in the air and wait for them to fall back)
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with different heights. Figure 6a shows the object diagram of this extensive (and quite

virtuous) series of throws. The hands are omitted; they are alternating regularly as

normal. Double lines mark the entrance of a new inner pattern. Try inputting it in a

juggling emulator!

Now it is easy to read Figure 6a not as an object diagram, but as a

percussion score. Just let every object stand for a different percussion instrument (for

instance, bass drum, snare drum, crash and a tom), and let the site swap numbers

code for dynamic marks (then '1' corresponds to ppp, '2' to pp, '3' to p, and so on until

'9' for ffff.) Any change in matra speed can be performed at will.

Figure 6b (next page) is a translation of the object diagram into music for

piano solo. Site swap numbers were linked with notes in a nine-note scale (c-c#-e#-

e-f#-g-a-a#-b); every object was linked with a particular octave on the piano. Thus, a

'4' in the line of the first object was translated into e2, a '4' in the line of the fourth

object into E. Some changes in matra speed were added, as well as some

expression marks. The result is a somewhat academic piece of music, that will

nevertheless sound quite interesting when performed together with a juggler.

Figure 6a: Object diagram (or percussion score)
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Figure 6b: Translation into tonal music

This concludes our description of juggling. Now before we go into detail with the

possibilities of using juggling as a musical controller or instrument (whereby we will

encounter many more translational options, giving a rich variety of musical

possibilities), we shall first discuss electronic music on its own.
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2 Life-electronic music

2.1 Introduction

Electronic music is about a century old, and computer music exists only since the

nineteen eighties. On the other hand, classical and contemporary music mostly make

use of instruments and performance concepts set according to standards and habits

that are many centuries old. This major difference is one of the main reasons modern

electronic music is so exciting, but it also is the cause of some rather tricky dilemmas

and problems.

Originally, electronic music was still orientated towards musical instruments in

the traditional sense: starting from the beginning of the twentieth century, new

(electronic) instruments were designed and build, such as electronic organs, the first

analogue synthesizers and later electric guitars (Roads 1996, Bongers 2000). Apart

from the sounds these instruments could generate, the only thing that was really new

here was the fact that the direct sound source of these instruments was a speaker,

instead of something accoustically sounding inside the instrument (string, sound-

board, windpipe, etcetera). In the sixties, the first electronic studios were build and

with the birth of tape music and speaker concerts, some traditional musical concepts

became distorted. Not only were people confronted with totally new sounds, also with

fundamentally new ideas about the role of musical instruments, musicians and the

overall setup of a concert (Tanaka in: Wanderley and Battier 2000). Nowadays, most

electronic music is produced with a computer, mostly a laptop. In the following, we

will look at laptop music in particular, because it stands model for life-electronic

music in general.

A laptop on stage is an ambigious device, that is hard to categorize

(Wagenaar et al. 2006): is it merely a machine? Is it a toolbox? An instrument, or

orchestra? Maybe even a musician? Perhaps a combination of all this? The key to

answering this question lies in realizing that a setup with a laptop producing

electronic music is always modular (see Figure 7). However, the different modular

blocks are usually hard to distinguish (Levitin et al., 2002). At the one end, we have a

speaker that outputs sound. At the other end, there is a person inputting action by

controlling the musical software 'inside' the laptop (note that this controlling might be

done at real-time, but as well at any time in advance, causing the laptop to act

seemingly automatically). In between this physical input and acoustic output, there

might be any number of other modular blocks, where different kinds of controllers

(keyboard, mouse, MIDI-devices, etcetera) control parts of software, that in turn
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might control other parts of other software, and so on. All blocks in this modular

system might either be internal (build into the laptop), or could exist as external

elements. This makes it difficult to judge what the function of the laptop is, as it is

basically a 'black box' in which many functions can be combined.

Figure 7: modular setup of laptop

What a listener perceives as the function of the laptop changes with the precise

setup of the system (Cascone 2003, Weidenbaum 2006). When a computer is

running a musical program automatically (that is, when it is programmed in advance),

one could state that the computer, or its software if you wish, serves as a musician,

in the same sense one could claim that a playing CD is equal to a 'real' musician

playing life. We hear music, and we see a computer, a CD player, or a person that

seems directly responsible. The relationship between ear and eye is crucial: the

human mind always tries to link visual and auditive input, looking for chains of cause

and effect. Even if such a chain is in fact different than we think, or even completely

absent, we will feel a connection if it looks like that at first sight. Thus, we can say a

laptop 'is playing music', just as we can say 'my mother is playing the piano'. An

interesting 'proof' of this phenomenon occurs when (electronic) music is directly

linked to video. If a video animation with a clear one-to-one link to the sound of that

moment is projected on a screen, it might seem as if this video is causing the music

to sound. Then the video can get the function of a musician, because to our mind it

seems the video is responsible for the sound we hear.

When a human being is present on stage, behind a laptop, the role of the

laptop as we perceive it, changes. We immediately assume that the person is the

real musician here, and the laptop some kind of (sometimes quite mysterious)

instrument. This assumption can lead to artistic frustration: if for instance the person

is merely guarding, or only slightly adjusting the processes going on inside the

laptop, a listener might somehow feel deceived. It looks as if the musician is very
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lazy, not doing anything at all. The listener is puzzled why the 'musician' is present on

stage in the first place, and what he is actually doing there - maybe checking his

email? This is a somewhat troublesome psychological effect, as in this case the

laptop itself should still be considered a musician, just as in the case where human

presence is absent. The function of the person on stage guarding his laptop is in fact

closer to that of a conductor, and we might enjoy the concert better if we were

capable of regarding it as such.

A similar problem of interpretation occurs when the musical processes inside

a laptop are controlled manually, and realtime, but without this being clearly visible or

understandable to the audience (Wanderley 2000). If all controllers used are part of

the laptop itself, such as computer mouse and keyboard, the act of using them, which

is already of a small physical nature, is often completely blocked from view by the

screen of the laptop. Again we get the annoying feeling that human presence on

stage is unnecessary. This problem is not a purely musical one: if everything was

recorded and we would listen to the laptop music on CD, of course it wouldn't matter

how the music was created or controlled. However, in a life situation, it does matter,

because during a concert, we not only want to listen, but also want to see.19

As a comparison, let's take a look at a live concert of piano music. As

members of the audience, we would normally expect to see a piano standing on

stage, a pianist entering, maybe taking a bow and then sitting behind the piano,

playing. All functions are clear here: the pianist is the musician, the piano is the

instrument. Now what happens if the piano appears to be a player-piano? Then we

might see somebody entering, setting up a pianola roll and pressing some buttons

after which the concert begins. This person might leave the stage, stand next to the

piano or might even set himself at the keyboard without playing. In this case, musical

functions are not clear at all. We have an instrument, that suddenly appears to be a

seemingly automatic machine. We have a person, who clearly started the music, but

somehow indirectly. Who is the musician now? The person, the roll of paper

containing the musical data, or the mechanical system inside the pianola? Yet

another way of confusing our hypothetical audience is to position piano and pianist

off stage, amplify the piano with a microphone and play the music back in the concert

hall over a speaker, standing on stage. Now the speaker seems to be both

                                                  
19 Other reasons to go to a live concert might include the desire to witness the atmosphere and 'energy'

in the hall and on stage, and - in the case of a speaker concert - a better sound system then the average

home hifi-set.
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instrument and musician, be it that the sound we here is very familiar and we know

there must be a real piano somewhere.

Similar confusion seems inherent to life-electronic music, mostly because of

the complex nature of a laptop, partly because of a lack of common experience and a

setting of standards (Weidenbaum 2006). For an audience, it is difficult to place

laptop and laptop-player in a familiar category, and this often causes for frustrated

expectations. Of course, this could be used to great succes as a theatrical element in

a concert, giving the music an extra, self-referential layer. However, in most concerts,

this is not a goal of the musicians involved and the problem often simply remains

unattacked.

A solution to this problem is using external controllers that have a clear

correspondence between visual input (action of usage) and auditive output (the

resulting sound thereof). An example of this a setup where the movement of a fader

(a controller) controls the pitch and speed of a sample (the sound output) - with

upward fader movement corresponding to increased pitch and speed, and downward

fader movement with decreased pitch and speed. In this case, it is clear that

something is happening live, that the musician is actually doing something. The

visual aspects of controlling sound and the way a controller is programmed to

correspond with sound results (more about the latter issue later) are equally

important to a sense of understanding and a feeling of 'necessity' within an audience.

Personally, I consider it an extra advantage if the electronic sounds we want to

produce can be made exclusively by means of the controllers we chose to use, or at

least just more easily. In that case musical ambition and needs of performance are

intertwined, working in eachothers favour. We shall see that juggling is a fantastic

example of this.

2.2 Overview of common electronic controllers and instruments

The following section is about the difference between controllers and instruments,

and offers an overview of some basic properties and of devices that are most widely

used. This discussion may seem a bit off the point at first, but it is very important to

establish this background here. When we look at juggling as a controller of electronic

music, later on, and especially when we want to make a judgement regarding the

(dis)advantages of juggling over other types of controllers and instruments, we must

have a valid context to base our judgement upon, and we must know what else is 'in

the market' to be able to compare.
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A musical controller is something with clearly bounded physical possibilities

that enables a user to transmit data to musical hard- or software (Roads, 1996). A

controller contains no soundsources or musical software of its own, and has usually

no predescribed (musical) role. One controller can transmit multiple datastreams; a

mouse for instance continuously transmits both x- and y-coordinates, as well as

scroller wheel and mouse button data. Some controllers have been developed

exclusively for musical purposes, others have been 'borrowed' from the computer

and game industries. Among the most common controllers are keyboard, mouse,

basic MIDI-faders, -buttons, and -wheels; more exotic controllers include touchpad's,

ribbon controllers, light-sensitive devices and wireless devices (such as the Wii-mode

from Nintendo and controllers that use the Bluetooth-protocol).

Of course, with a controller alone one cannot make music yet; that would be

the same as trying to play the violin with only a bow. What is done with the data a

controller transmits, software-wise, is crucial. The process of coupling controller data

to musical parameters is called mapping; more about this in the next section.

An electronic instrument is something that is designed for a particular musical task

(Tanaka in: Wanderley and Battier 2000). As was said in the Introduction, an

instrument usually is easy to comprehend conceptually. This is because an

instrument has very limited input possibilities: the necessary physical action (pressing

a key, bowing a string, etcetera) of a performer is easy to recognize and has a clear

relationship with the sound results thereof. However, the use of an instrument

requires special skills of a musician, that sometimes take quiet a long time to learn.

This is because its output possibilities (sound results, musical possibilities) can be

virtually unlimited. These features apply both to acoustical and electronic instruments

Wierckx in: Wagenaar 2005).

Often, an electronic instrument does contain (a family of) sounds of it own,

but this is certainly not always the case. Some electronic instruments are defined by

their general character, rather than by the exact sounds they produce. The FM-

synthesizer and the sampler are two examples of this. Both can produce an unlimited

scope of sounds, but have a limited and standardized underlying way of producing

these sounds.

Electronic instruments can basically be divided in two categories. The first

one consists of instruments that look like traditional acoustic instruments, and that

often require a very similar way of playing them. Examples of this are electronic

piano's or MIDI-guitars. Usually these instruments can be used as an electronic

'version' of the acoustic instrument they look like (which saves a lot of trouble with
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amplification in a live situation, not to mention complaining neighbours), but also as

an extension of the original acoustic instrument. For instance, an electronic piano

mostly also features other sounds, such as organ, and offers extended sound and

tuning possibilities. An example of an instrument that stems from the 'piano family',

but goes a large step further is the Haken Continuum Fingerboard. This wonderful

instrument was designed over the last decade by Lippold Haken20. Where a piano is

a two-dimensional interface (horizontally, pitch, vertically, volume), the Continuum

adds an extra dimension to this, as you can also stroke over the length of a key.

What is more, on all three dimensions, the keys are continuous (stepless) controllers,

allowing, for example, for perfect glissandi.

The second category consists of instruments that have no acoustic

equivalent. These are totally new instruments. The classic example of this is the

Theremin, where the movements of the hands through the air control pitch and

volume of a sine tone. Another example is the sampler, that was mentioned already.

Some devices exist somewhere between categories. A sampler can be played using

a MIDI-keyboard, which is the traditional interface for piano-like sounds, but equally

well on an electronic drum pad, and via a number of other interfaces. Thus, the

sampler can give associations with different traditional instruments: sometimes a

piano, sometimes a drum kit. A Theremin can nowadays be used not only to control

sine tones, as was originally intended, but to control whatever two parameters at will.

The left hand simply controls one parameter, the right hand another. In such a setup,

a Theremin should no longer be classified as an instrument, but as a controller, as

the sound possibilities are now infinite and are no longer restricted to any particular

quality.

In Chapter 3, we shall see that juggling can be both a controller of electronic music

and the interface of a new electronic instrument. A 'clue' for this is the fact that

juggling obviously requires virtuosity and a long training time. Just as with the

sampler and the FM-synthesizer, juggling as an instrument has no inherent sounds,

but the characteristics of juggling as discussed in Chapter 1 do call for certain

musical programming.

Juggling offers an excellent solution to the interpretational problems in a live

concert, mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. As mentioned, we need external

controllers that have a clear correspondence between visual input and auditive

output. The first part of this demand is easily fulfilled by the very nature of juggling;

                                                  
20 More information can be found on www.hakenaudio.com/continuum
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the second part requires a careful mapping. Therefore, before we go on with musical

setups with juggling, we first need to discuss mapping.

2.3 Mapping

Mapping is the translation of a datastream into sound parameters (Hunt et al. 2000).

To continue our comparison with a piano, we could say the action of a piano is the

means by which the pressing of a key is mapped into sound. This is an example of a

very simple mapping: one key always is mapped into the same pitch, key pressure is

linearly mapped into volume.

 On a technical level, a controller just outputs numeral values between a

certain range; for MIDI-controllers this range is always 0-127, with steps of 1. Other

types of controllers might output other number range, for instance 0-1 with steps of

0.001; there are many possibilities. Some controllers output various parallel streams

of number values, an example of this, as mentioned before, is the mouse. These

parallel streams are usually called channels. The MIDI-protocol supplies for 16

different channels.

A mapping always consist of two clearly separated steps (Winkler 1995); see

Figure 8. The first step is a mathematical one: the basic number output of a controller

Figure 8: schematic diagram of mapping

can be mapped into another range. Any number range has four parameters, all of

which can be mapped into another one: lowest value, range, slope (which describes

if the range is linear, exponential or described by any other function) and, in the case

of a linear range, step. For instance, when we use a MIDI-controller to control the

pitch of a synthesizer, the output range of 0-127 as such is not very useful, as this

then would give us a pitch range of 0-127 Hz., which is not only a very small range,

but also partly too low to hear. Typically, we would want a pitch range between 20

and 20.000 Hz., about ten octaves. What is more, the linear steps our controller

outputs are not useful to control pitch, because frequency should rise exponentially.
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(This becomes clear when you look at a same frequency distance at two different

heights: the resulting pitch distance is larger at low frequencies than at high

frequencies. For instance, the difference between 30 and 60 Hz. is an octave, but the

difference between 15.000 and 15.030 Hz. is only a microtonal difference.)

Therefore, to control pitch with a MIDI-controller, we need to find a mathematical

formula that maps the linear range 0-127 into the exponential range 20-20.000. If n is

the number value of the controller, we could express this formula as 20 x 2n/12.7. In

this function, the range of 0-127 is first mapped into a range of 0-10 (as we wanted a

range of ten octaves); this new range is then used in an exponential function with 2

as its base (because rising an octave means doubling frequency), resulting in a new

exponential range of 1-1024 (20-210); and lastly multiplied by 20, the lowest frequency

we wanted to get. The final result is the range 20-20480 - close enough to 20-20000.

The second step of a mapping is a musical one. We must decide which

musical parameters are controlled. Note that it is very well possible to control more

than one parameter with just one controller. Likewise, two or more controllers could

control the same musical parameter (Winkler 1995). Often, an interesting musical

parameter cannot directly be linked with a software parameter. For instance, abstract

musical parameters such as crowdedness, energy, or harshness of sound can be

expressed only through numerous more simple or basic parameters, that often

influence each other in a very complex way. For instance, for the harshness of a

sound to increase, some 'underlying' parameters might need to increase as well,

while others need to decrease. For some parameters the change might need to

happen faster than for others, or slower, or linearly instead of exponentially, and so

on. When working with such abstract musical parameters, the mapping of controller

data can get very complex, and particularly in such cases, the mapping is crucial for

a nicely working interface. A 'blunt' or inflexible mapping results in a an equally 'blunt'

sound, that is of a low resolution, and has a 'shallow' character (Levitin et al. 2002) -

a more plain qualification could be 'cheap'. On the other hand, an intelligent mapping

can result in a complex and appealing electronic sound, that sounds 'alive' like an

acoustical instrument.

As a conclusion, we can state that for the programming of an electronic

instrument, the sound and the way this sound is mapped to an interface are equally

important. A good sound is nothing without a good interface and a good mapping;

vice versa, a good interface without a good sound would only control uninteresting

music.
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3 Juggling electronic music

As was mentioned in the Introduction, the most obvious way to make music and

juggle at the same time, is to juggle with objects that sound while being juggled; there

are in fact no limitations to this if you use your imagination. I will give three rather

extreme examples. Firstly, juggle a violin and two bows, bowing the violin whenever

you have the instrument in one hand and a bow in the other (the second bow will

then be somewhere in the air). Secondly, juggle balls, but instead of catching them

as normal, let them fall on the keys of a piano, aiming very carefully, and pick them

up from the keyboard to throw them again. Thirdly, juggle running chainsaws and

simply consider their sound to be musical21, maybe using different gears underway

for some variation. These examples have one thing in common: juggling and music

are happening autonomously. In these examples, you are not making music by

juggling, but while juggling - just as you might as well play the piano with your left

hand, and at the same time juggle with your right. This is clearly not what we are

looking for.

On the other hand, there are various setups where juggling truly is a means to

make music: when juggling is set up to control electronic music, juggling is not

fundamentally different from using a MIDI-keyboard or any other controller. It is just a

bit unexpected and looks rather spectacular. Now it might not immediately be clear

how this can be achieved technically. Later on, I will explain the technicalities of

different systems extensively, but first I will discuss some general features on a more

conceptual scope.

Juggling can be a controller of electronic music, but also - and this is where it really

becomes fascinating - a totally integrated part of a new electronic musical instrument.

Such an instrument would consist of four separate blocks (see Figure 9, next page):

a user interface (juggling objects, to be juggled with by a juggler/musician), hardware

to capture the juggling data, software to send this data through and some musical

software or hardware (such as a sequencer or synthesizer) to generate music with

this data. It is interesting to (again) compare this with a piano, which basically

consists of the same blocks: keys, to convey a pianists movement into mechanical

movement, a complex mechanical contraption to convey the movement of keys to the

                                                  
21 If you are crazy enough to juggle chainsaws, I think it is only expectable that you have a peculiar

musical taste.
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Figure 9: components of an electronic instrument with juggling as interface

striking of the hammers, and finally strings, amplified by a sound-board that produce

the sound itself.

In the following subsections, my classification is based upon the hardware

that is used to capture juggling data. I will describe five different hardware setups,

that show an increasing level of musical possibilities, but also an increasing level of

technical difficulty (therefore it is dependent upon how much you want to be able to

do musically which setup is recommendable). Now I certainly do not claim this

overview, and especially the remarks and possibilities I give of the different setups, to

be complete or absolute: I think that with some inventiveness it can always be

expanded. However, at this point in time it seems to be a logical classification that

contains the most important 'main variants'.

For each setup I will describe its technical features, the possibilities it offers

jugglingwise - that is, what parameters of a juggling pattern the setup is able to detect

and therefore what kind of juggling 'activities' makes sense for a juggler to use with

the system - and the possibilities this in turn offers us musically. Within the software-

component of every system, of course almost anything is possible. However, for

each hardware setup some musical implementations seem more evident and more

practical than others, and I will give examples of these.

A common feature of all setups is that the ideal juggling object seems to be a

ball. This is because a ball is relatively small and, most importantly, compact by

nature. As a comparison, a club's complex spinning and larger volume makes it

much harder to capture the relevant data; for instance, the point where a club causes

a trigger of some musical event, is much harder to pinpoint precisely and in such a

way that it feels logical to the performer. This last bit, the 'comfort' for the performer,

which goes hand in hand with controllability, is of course crucial in creating a practical

musical instrument. However, there are occasions where other juggling objects than

balls offer interesting possibilities, especially with videotracking.
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As a last general remark, it is important to mention that all of the following

systems could also be combined. For instance, one juggler could work with multiple

piezo-microphone systems, positioned at various points on a stage. A juggler might

even use piezo's and videotracking to get the best of both worlds. In short, once the

basic 'ingredients' are understood, the possibilities are endless. 

3.1 Causing triggers with external sensors

This first option is by far the most easy to achieve. One needs a series of sensors

(either pressure-sensitive buttons or piezo-microphones; the results would be exactly

the same) that can be triggered by throwing juggling objects against them. Of course

the sensors need to be big enough to aim precisely at them (see Figure 10). The

most obvious juggling object for this setup would be bouncing balls. One could place

the sensors on the floor, and hit them by bouncing the balls against them. This would

feel a bit like juggling against a xylophone or drumpad that is lying on the floor. Other

setups and juggling objects are also possible, for instance normal balls with buttons

on a wall or ceiling.

Figure 10: setup with external sensors

Setup with, in this case, three pressure-

sensitive objects on the floor. Output of these is

routed into a computer. Triggers are caused by

bouncing balls.

The sensors in this system are capable of detecting the event of an impact,

and the force at which this happens (Sensor Wiki 2009). Thus, any juggling object

that hits a sensor, will cause a trigger that is part of a 'three-dimensional' datastream:

firstly, a number that corresponds with the number of the sensor (for instance, in a

setup with ten sensors, this number would range from 'one' to 'ten'); secondly, a 'one'

for the occurrence of the trigger itself (a trigger software-wise is a binary parameter,

that has only two conditions: 'zero' for non-existent, or 'one' for existent); and thirdly,

a number that corresponds with the force of the impact (derived from the amount of
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pressure on a button or the volume that a piezo outputs; this parameter is usually

expressed as a number between zero and one, with an accuracy of maybe two or

three digits). These parameters can then be mapped into music.

The datastream that occurs as a direct result of an impact on a sensor can be

expressed as an array - for instance, [5, 1, 0.01] for a very soft impact on the fifth

button (a very light object, or one that hit at very low speed), or [2, 1, 1.00] for a very

heavy impact on the second button (a very heavy object, or one that hit at very high

speed). Note that here we have noticed the first disadvantage of this system: it is not

capable of distinguishing between mass and speed. However, as long as all juggling

objects are of the same weight (which every juggler would prefer), this needn't be a

serious problem.

I will call a setup where triggers are caused by juggling a trigger generation

system. In fact, all setups described in this chapter can be used a such - some of

them (like the one described here) only as such; others could also be used in other

ways.

The elements of juggling parameters that could be captured with a trigger

generation system are height of a throw and overall juggling speed. The former

follows simply enough from the last parameter in our three-dimensional array. The

latter is a bit harder to deduct; it can be expressed as the average time between

consecutive triggers (regardless of the number of the sensor) over a certain period in

time. These two parameters are all we can get with this system: it would be very hard

to track the different juggling objects separately, as the colour of an object of course

doesn't influence its impact on a sensor, and creating other differences between

juggling objects would be very uncomfortable to the juggler. So we can track different

kinds of throws, because they result in a different sensor-output, but we cannot track

different objects, as we cannot tell which juggling object caused a particular trigger.

This problem in fact goes for all types of setups, except for the ones that use

videotracking and sensors as juggling objects.

Now there are two musical implementations that immediately come to mind

with this system: firstly, the creation of a synthesizer, with xylophone-like 'keys', and

secondly, that of a sampler. In both cases, each sensor would correspond to a

certain sound (pitch and a particular audio-file respectively), and the force at which it

are triggered to a musical parameter of our choice - most likely volume. A trigger
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would simply start the sound, at the volume corresponding to the force of the

impact.22

As said before, this system is rather easy to set up, technically as well as in

musical software. However, it has one problematic property: it is a bit peculiar. It is

quite unobvious why someone would choose to play an instrument like a synthesizer

or a sampler by means of juggling, instead of in the normal way, with a keyboard or

drumpad. Juggling as an interface in this case has no advantages other than its

strong visual character. We are not able to use all elements of juggling; particularly,

the system lacks the possibility of using the inner structures of juggling patterns. On

the other hand, it does seriously limit the user musically, because the interface is

governed by the 'rules' of juggling in general. All in all, using this system with the

musical implementations mentioned just not seems to be worth the effort. Although it

certainly is a big achievement to juggle music like this, and it does look pretty cool, it

also is just a bit crazy. Therefore, it would be wise to either program a more inventive

musical implementation of this system23, or work with one of the other setups.

3.2 Working with light sensors

Working with light sensors is another way of creating a trigger generation system. A

series of horizontal light beams are placed at various points in the juggling space;

when a juggling object crosses one of these beams, the light is momentarily

interrupted and the light sensor involved outputs a trigger (Sensor Wiki 2009). See

Figure 11 (next page).

                                                  
22 Naturally this force might also be mapped to control some other musical parameter than volume - for

instance the spectrum of the sound, or the speed and/or pitch of the sample.
23I cannot resist giving an example here. To make an interesting instrument, we must not look at the

defects of he system, but rather at its strengths. I feel the detection of overall juggling speed is the main

parameter of interest here. Juggling, playing with overall speed and with the regularity of impacts on

different surfaces, seems an ideal interface to control musical density. One could think of a sound

sculpture of different layers, all of which corresponding to an own detector (either button or piezo) that

can be activated by hitting it with juggling balls. Now each button would not so much function as the key

of a keyboard, but more as an instrument on its own. Each 'instrument' could have a slightly different

sound quality, with an individually controllable density. I think it would be very nice to create a multi-

speaker instrument, and to place each detector atop of the speaker the sound of which it controls. Thus,

interface and sound source unexpectedly come together again. Wouldn't this instrument be worth

working out in more detail?
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Figure 11 - Setup of a system with light sensors

Various sensors, at various heights, are positioned in the juggling space. Here, the light of lamp 2 is

interrupted by a juggling a ball and sensor 2 will give a trigger. The height-ratio of the different sensors

could be set to correspond with the ratio of common site swap numbers (for example 9:16:25 for site

swap numbers 3, 4, and 5).

Now the trigger information that can be derived with this system is almost the

same as in the previous one, but in this case, the information will only be two-

dimensional, consisting only of the trigger number, and a 'one' for the trigger itself.

Additionally, within this system the duration of the trigger (that is, the time it takes

before the trigger-value is set to 'zero' again) becomes important; this duration

corresponds to the force of the trigger of the previous setup.

The trigger number is induced by the number of the light sensor that is being

triggered. Of course, one can position any number of light sensors at any point inside

the juggling space. The most interesting way of doing this, however, would be to

place various sensors at various heights, in one plane in front of the juggler. Thus,

low throws would trigger low sensors; high throws would trigger high sensors. In this

manner, the system can detect the site swap the number of a throw: if a light beam is

placed at the height of the highest point of a certain site swap number (say, a '5')24,

this beam will only be interrupted by a throw of just that site swap number or higher.
                                                  
24 As was explained before, site swap numbers are relative. This means that in order to position a light

beam with a sensor at 'the height of a '5'', one has to carefully calibrate this height, which is dependent

on the overall juggling speed. Once calibrated, this system has a certain inflexibility: if the juggler works

'too quick', his '5's remain to low and might miss out the appointed light beam.
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A '3' or '4' just won't reach the beam at the height of a '5', and therefore won't cause a

trigger. On the other hand, a '6' or '7' (and on) will reach the beam at that height, and

further. These throws can be recognized as such by the sensor because they have a

higher speed (the higher the site swap number, the higher the speed), and

consequently, the beam will be interrupted for a shorter time period.

Summarizing, a trigger in this system will look as follows: when a certain light

beam is interrupted by a juggling object, this triggers a sensor. A soon as the object

leaves the beam again, the sensor is 'detriggered'. The amount of time in between

corresponds with the speed of the throw. This shows how complicated this way of

detection is: it is dependent on multiple variables. A system with light sensors is

accordingly harder to get to work than a system with pressure-sensitive buttons, but

also offers richer possibilities. The greatest advantage would be the possibility of

detecting site swap numbers more precisely. In the previous setup, throwing height

was expressed as the force of impact on a sensor, and it was impossible to tell

whether a high force was caused by a high a speed or a high mass (or both). Light

sensors detect speed only, which is much more accurate.

This system is visually very attractive: not only the interface, but also the

detection hardware itself has a strong visual character. After all, the cause of a

trigger is always clearly visible as a momentarily interrupted light beam. However,

this system, like the previous one, still lacks the possibility of using all juggling

parameters as input. Hence, the musical possibilities are also limited. A (visually very

impressive) sampler is the most likely use. Other instruments can be thought of;

these would use trigger information to derive secondary (more complex) parameters

that could then be mapped into music. One can think of timing and order of events as

interesting candidates. The working out of this falls outside the scope of this thesis.

3.3 Working with sensors attached to hands

This setup differs from the others in that its detection hardware is attached to the

juggler himself, and is not placed somewhere externally. The advantage hereof is

that the juggler gets a much better feeling of what he or she is doing, because all

musical controlling happens well inside the juggling space. Additionally, it offers

extended timing possibilities: when a triggers is caused by the impact of a juggling

object on one's hands, one can very precisely adjust the timing of that trigger by

slightly moving the hand towards the approaching juggling object - while with a

detector on the floor one has no more control once the juggling object is thrown.
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On the other hand, a disadvantage is the fact that most sensors need to be wired;

therefore the performer might be limited in his movements by wires and cables.

However, from a theatrical point of view, this in the end might very well work in favour

of the performer, as wires and clearly visible sensors do help 'convince' the audience

that the electronic music is really controlled live. With a yet unfamiliar setup like this,

it would certainly help to be visually explicit.

One could use various types of sensors to attach to the hands of a juggler.

The first option is to put piezo-microphones inside the hands. This would give us yet

another type of a trigger generation system, which technically works exactly the

same as in the previous setup, and consequently also offers the same juggling and

musical possibilities, be it for the fact that we could only use two different piezo's: one

for each hand. Thus, with piezo's alone, we could only have two different triggers.

An option that we haven't encountered so far is to track the movements of the

hands and arms. This can most easily be done with bending sensors. These can

detect how far the different limbs that are involved in juggling (fingers, wrist, elbows,

shoulders) are bent (see Figure 12). A bending sensor will output a 'zero' for no

bending at all, a 'one' for maximum bending, and any number between one and zero

for an amount of bending somewhere in between (Sensor Wiki 2009). This value

could then be mapped into a musical parameter and used as a means of expression.

Figure 12 - bending sensors attached to arms and hands

Bending sensors (schematically drawn as thick black lines) attached to elbow (left) and hand (right). A

bending of the elbow or hand will cause an equal bending of the respective bending sensor. On the left

picture we also see a piezo-element attached to the palm of the hand. Whenever a juggling object falls

into this hand, a trigger will be induced.

An interesting use of this would be to detect the 'behaviour' of the hands after

making a catch. One can imagine that a juggler could leave a caught object very

loosely in his hands, but that he could also squeeze it tightly. A bending sensor can

detect this difference, because in the former case, the fingers will be hardly bent,
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while in the latter the case the fingers will form a fist and will be bent maximally.

Thus, the amount of squeezing juggling objects in the hands (this obviously would

work best with balls, for these are most easily squeezable), could be an additional

juggling parameter to map into music (Figure 13 shows a schematic illustration). This

has many interesting musical possibilities. For instance, one can control specific

sound parameters of a sample by squeezing the object that just caused that sample

to be triggered, such as speed, filtering, distortion, etcetera. The 'level of squeezing'

might even be mapped differently for different samples, or for different parts of a

musical piece.

Figure 13: Controlling the sound quality of a sample by squeezing the hands

A sound parameter of a sample - for example,

playback rate or distortion level, is controlled

with bending of a hand: no bending means no

distortion, or a playback rate of zero; maximum

bending means maximum distortion, or a very

high-rate playback.

Likewise, one could use the movements of the arms as a musical means of

expression. In the time between a catch and a new throw, there is usually enough

time to perform quite spectacular swings and swirls with the arms, and many juggling

tricks feature this kind of movement. (Often these are very basic site swap patterns

with just added movements of the arms whenever there is time to do so25.) A bending

sensor in the elbow or the shoulder could be used to detect this kind of body

movement and convey it to musical information.

                                                  
25 Examples are the 'flourish' (with clubs), the 'yo-yo', the 'mills mess', and so on. Some of these

patterns can be watched with one of the more advanced juggling emulators.
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3.4 Using videotracking

3.4.1 Introduction

Videotracking is using a fixed digital camera to capture movement (Lovell and

Mitchell 2000). The output of a videocamera can then be used to control music with.

Videotracking is technically the most advanced of all systems discussed in this

chapter, and it offers many challenges in calibrating. Particularly, it is crucial that the

light conditions can be controlled exactly. Although it is very hard to set up a system

with videotracking to full satisfaction, it also is (theoretically) capable of exploiting

juggling most completely. As with videotracking all of a juggler's performance is

'watched' by a camera and can therefore theoretically be detected, all aspects and

parameters could be mapped into music - including inner rhythmical structures of

patterns, the use of various juggling objects, and so on. The possibilities are

unlimited, and it is actually fair to state that the choice of parameters to extract out of

a juggling pattern or performance, and the musical use to make of these, is as

challenging as overcoming all of the technical problems. This may sound

discouraging indeed, and I am the first to admit that systems with videotracking are

far from being perfect yet. However, with careful work, it can still be very rewarding to

use.

We shall first describe some technicalities. The first point to make is that,

although it may look a lot more sophisticated, a videocamera is just as unintelligent

as any other type of sensor. A videocamera only 'sees' pictures of a different colour

values within the boundaries of its visual range (Wagenaar 2005). Thus, in order to

get any relevant information out of a camera, we need to do image processing, which

is a branch of science on it's own (see for instance Young, Gerbrands and van Vliet

1995). Luckily enough, there is some very good software commercially available that

has most common image processing features pre-installed; Jitter (nowadays a fully

incorporated part of MAX/MSP) is the most widely used program. Because of the

extra step of image processing, videotracking is on a fundamentally higher level of

complexity than other sensor systems. I shall illustrate this with an example.

Let's say that we want to create another trigger generation system, this time

with videotracking. Whereas a MIDI-key or piezo-microphone just gives a trigger

when pressed, with videotracking we must first unambiguously define a number of

things ourselves. Typically, we want a to get a trigger when a certain (juggling) object

passes or hits a certain point in space (for instance, a certain point in the air, or one

of the hands of the juggler). This means, our system must at all times recognize this

particular object, as well as the point in space in question, regardless of light
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conditions or distance to the camera. We could do this by defining the spot as all

pixels within a certain range of x- and y-coordinates, and the object as a series of

pixels that fall within a certain colour range. Then, as long as the object has coulour

values that do not occur anywhere within the range of the camera, it can always be

detected, even when it is moving around. When this recognition is established, we

can start working with the trigger as before. Figure 14 illustrate the different steps of

a system with videotracking.

Figure 14: schematic illustration of a videotracking-setup

Three objects of different colours are videotracked. At every moment, the system calculates x- and y-

coordinates of every object. When the y-value of a certain object is higher than some pre-determined

'treshold', a trigger will be induced. The coordinates of the juggling objects could of course also be

mapped into other musical parameters.

I will now give an overview of the main parameters that can be detected with

videotracking, with some important remarks about each of them (Camurri et al. 2000;

Lovell 2000; Simanowski 2003).

Colour. Every pixel in view has contains of a certain combination of the three

basic colours (red, green and blue), with which all secondary colours can be derived.

For a camera, a 'purple' pixel does not exist - it would merely 'see' a pixel with more

or less equal colour values for red and blue, while the green value is zero. Additional

parameters that define how a camera 'sees' the world are contrast and saturation.

These parameters can be set differently for each basic colour. The setting of colour

parameters, in combination with that of the light conditions on stage, determines the

success of colour detection. It is vital to calibrate these very carefully; otherwise,

yellow and green for instance might look exactly the same to the camera.

Form. Form is already a lot harder to detect than colour, but it can very well

be done. One can define an object like a juggling club by its form and track it around.

This can be done by distracting an image with the object in it (say, a performer on

stage holding a club) from the same image without that object (the performer

standing on stage with everything exactly the same except for the missing club). The
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difference between these two images is the object. Note that a very important feature

of an object is its size, and that size is strongly dependent on position and distance to

the camera: from a distance, an object looks smaller; from another angel the shape

of an object might appear differently.

Motion. Motion can be defined as a change of other values within a specified

range. If on a still background, something is moving, this can be detected regardless

of its shape or colour. For obvious reasons, the animal eye is very good at this, and

computers have been taught to imitate this function.

With these basic parameters, many secondary parameters can be derived. To

give an example of a very sophisticated implementation - it is possible to cause a

trigger whenever a person within range of a camera smiles, and to have another

trigger whenever somebody looks angry.

3.4.2 Back to juggling

Now what can we do with this? The most interesting feature is the possibility to track

different juggling objects separately; this was impossible in any of the previous

systems. With videotracking one can relatively easily distinguish one colour from

another. Thus, if one juggles with all objects in different colours, many new

possibilities arise. Each object can be programmed to cause the system to react in a

different way. This could range from starting other samples with a green object than

with a red one, from controlling an FM-synthesizer with one object while controlling

parameters of an abstract sound sculpture with some other objects. The latter option

might seem a bit far-fetched, but if you think of it as being performed by two jugglers

(in front of one camera), it is very promising. We are able to create two instruments,

with two instrumentalists, with just one detection system. Another interesting

possibility is working with different juggling objects, for instance clubs, rings and

balls. Based on differences in form, colour or both, these objects could be

distinguished from each other, giving similar options as before.

Videotracking can be considered the most 'pure' form of using juggling to

control music. This is because the detection hardware is practically invisible. The

camera can be hidden from the audience's view, and there are no wires or other

sensors in view. All attention can be devoted to the interface itself. On the other

hand, this very fact makes the mapping of a videotracking-system even more

important than in other systems. Because we get no visual 'clues' whatsoever as to

how the juggling controls music (just as we don't get to see the inside of a piano

during a concert), we must be able to understand this purely with our ears. This is a
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very challenging task, but when the mapping is done successfully, we can get a

'magical' performance, with a very intriguing interface.

3.4.3 Example: graduation project

Currently I am working on an instrument with videotracking and balls as juggling

objects. Image processing in this instrument is done in MAX/MSP; this part is

programmed by Martijn Duiven. Mapping and sound synthesis will be done with

SuperCollider by myself. Hopefully somewhere in the near future, this instrument will

be part of a theatre performance combining acrobatics, juggling and live (electronic)

music. However, I have decided to first write some studies, exploring the basic

technical and compositional possibilities of the instrument.

The instrument is designed to have two modes. In the first mode, it is a

sampler. In the second mode, the energy of juggling is detected and this is mapped

on different parameters of a granular sound sculpture. I will describe both modes in

some detail now.

The sampler uses three virtual lines, that can be positioned at will (see Figure

15, next page). Whenever a ball crosses a line, a trigger is caused. The system gives

different triggers for each line, as well as for each ball, and for a ball passing a line

going up or going down. Thus, for each ball, the user can control six different

samples: for each line one going up, one going down. Juggling three balls offers the

controlling of eighteen samples - already more than enough for interesting music.

The intention is to use object diagrams of juggling patterns as a starting point for

composition, working with the inner structure of patterns to make connections

between site swap and music.

In the second mode, juggling energy is derived of three basic parameters:

overall juggling speed (expressed as the average time between consecutive triggers,

that are, as before, caused when balls cross the virtual lines mentioned above), the

height of the currently highest ball (this is an interesting parameter, that of course will

never be stable for a long time, but that nevertheless will vary within certain

parameters according to the pattern that is being performed. In a pattern with many

different site swap numbers and differences in heights, the height of the highest ball

will both have a more extreme maximum, and will go up and down more irregularly),

and the time between triggers for each ball individually. With these parameters, the

system can detect the difference between fast or slow, regular of irregular, and

'smooth' or 'edgy' patterns. These will be mapped into musical parameters in a way

that is currently still being thought about. I am thinking of using granular synthesis in
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any case, but at this moment the interface of this instrument is in a further stage of

development than its mapping and sound source.

Figure 15: screenshot

Screenshot of MAX/MSP-patch by Martijn Duiven. I am juggling three balls; x- and y-coordinates are

precisely followed by the system. Currently, only two trigger-lines are implemented: the green ball just

triggered the upper line, the blue ball will trigger the lower line shortly. Triggers are then used within

SuperCollider (not pictured) to control samples with.

3.5 Using sensors as juggling objects

This last setup is a very intriguing one: here, one uses the detection sensors

themselves to juggle with. Of course, this is a very direct approach to capturing

juggling data, with one system component less than the others (another look at

Figure 9 will illustrate this). The sensors would transmit the required datastream

'automatically' - that is, because they are being juggled with -  and our musical

software can receive it and use it for mapping directly. However, it will be quiet an

undertaking to acquire useful information out of the highly complex datastream that

results of a sensor's complex movement.

The only practical type of sensors would be wireless sensors - otherwise,

everything would soon get hopelessly knotted up. Without question, the most suitable

sensor would be the Wii-mode, a game-controller developed by Nintendo, that

nowadays is widely being used for musical purposes (Nintendo 2009; Cycling74
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2009). The Wii-mode is about the size of an ordinary television remote control,

cheap, and easy to communicate with software-wise. This sensor continuously

transmits its three-dimensional coordinates in space (x-, y-, and z-values) in

reference to a base station, as well as values for the amount of rolling around its

three different axes in reference to a horizontal plain (such as the floor). Additionally,

it has a number of buttons which can be clicked like mouse buttons, but these are not

very useful for a juggler, as it is very hard to accurately work them in full action.

Theoretically, it should be possible to exactly monitor the movement of a Wii-

mode that is juggled with. As a starting point, one needs to define the coordinates of

the hands as a point of reference; then from the change of the sensor's coordinates

over time one could derive its direction and throwing speed (site swap number).

However, software-wise, this is far from easy. Yet another very complicated task is to

distinguish multiple Wii-modes from each other, as they all transmit the same kind of

data. This is a crucial step, because otherwise, one would only be able to juggle with

just one object. By carefully defining the starting points of every sensor, it should be

possible to track each sensor around individually, but (again) this takes sophisticated

programming to say the least.

To lessen the amount of rolling in the air, it is probably most practical to place

a Wii-mode inside a juggling club. Thus, the movement of the sensor is more easily

controlled, which saves a lot of data processing. Again, I should mention that still the

processing of all the sensor data is terribly complicated26.

Once everything is made to work technically, one gains an interesting juggling

parameter to work with musically: spin. Normally, the amount of spin of a juggling

club corresponds with site swap numbers in a fixed manner (single spin for a '3',

double spin for a '4', and so on), but this can be played around with, resulting in yet

another expressive parameter that can be mapped into music.

Now effectively, with Wii-modes one could do exactly the same as by means

of videotracking 'normal' juggling objects. Ideally, all juggling parameters are being

detected continuously, which offers an unlimited range of musical possibilities. Either

system has a strong disadvantage: with videotracking, light conditions need to be

controllable exactly, which is a serious practical handicap; with Wii-modes (or

another sensor of a similar type) dataprocessing is extremely hard. However

attractive juggling wireless sensors might seem, personally, I would still go for

videotracking instead.

                                                  
26 I think I have made this point clear enough by now.
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4 Conclusions

We have discussed the main features of juggling and described it as a means of

rhythmical expression. Its main parameters of interest are overall speed, height of an

individual throw and inner rhythmical structure of a pattern. The many possibilities of

rhythmical expression a juggler can achieve by working with these parameters

appeared to have striking similarities with those of music. This fact combined with the

experience that juggling feels a lot like playing music, particularly playing percussion,

makes using juggling for musical purposes a lot less surprising than one might think

at first sight.

A thorough understanding of the theory behind juggling, governed by the

rules of site swap, is very practical (if not essential) to make maximum use of juggling

musically. Notation systems of juggling build on site swap (ladder and object

diagrams in particular) are an excellent way of analyzing a juggling pattern and give

theoretical insights as to what the general characteristics and precise rhythmical

features of that pattern are. When we need to decide which type of sensor system is

most suitable to capture a certain juggling pattern, we need to fundamentally

understand that pattern. The other way around, the theory behind juggling can give

us musical inspiration, for instance when it gives us the idea to translate some

feature of a juggling pattern into a musical idea. All in all, knowledge of juggling

theory is essential for designing new musical instruments with juggling as their

interface.

Juggling can be used to make music accoustically, so to say in the process of

juggling, but it becomes much more interesting when used to control electronic music

with. Juggling as a musical interface is much more than just another gadget, or only a

visually fancy controller. It is a possible solution to a serious problem in live-electronic

music: the lack of conceptually easily comprehensible controllers and the practical

non-existence of a standard set of instruments. Although the idea of juggling as part

of an electronic musical instrument is of course far from standard yet, the

combination of its strong visual character and its rich expressive possibilities do

make it a very good candidate to help lessen this problem.

We have seen a number of interesting setups to use juggling as an interface

to electronic music, classified by their way of capturing juggling data. These were:

using external sensors (either piezo-microphones or pressure-sensitive buttons),

using sensors attached to the hands (again piezo's, as well as bending sensors),

working with light sensors, working with videotracking and lastly, working with
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sensors as juggling objects. Of course, elements of the various systems can also be

combined. All systems have their own advantages and disadvantages, and it

depends on how much of a juggling pattern one wants to be able to extract which

setup is most suitable. Generally, the more juggling information can theoretically be

captured within a system, the more difficult it gets technically and software-wise to

actually get it to work. Particularly the systems with videotracking and sensors as

juggling objects require highly skilled programming, but these are also the only two

that offer the capturing of all juggling data. Particularly they feature the possibility of

using the inner rhythmical structure of a juggling pattern, one of the most interesting

of juggling parameters, as a musical parameter.

A first demand of every system is that it should result in a setup with a clear

correspondence between the physical movements of the performer (juggler) and the

sound results thereof. In other words, regardless of the system, we need a strong,

clear mapping. A too complex or illogical mapping would spoil the visual strength that

is inherent to juggling.

As a next step, the musical possibilities of the systems roughly fall into two

categories. The first is the use of triggers to work with musically. The most direct and

obvious use of triggers is the creation of two electronic instruments that normally are

controlled with keys or drumpads: the synthesizer, and the sampler. When the

sounds of these instruments are controlled in a very basic way, with on and off as

their only parameter, the use of juggling as an interface doesn't have much in favour

of the more traditional interfaces, except for some visual spectacle. Maybe they offer

a little more conceptual insight to an audience, but on the other hand they also pose

some limitations on the user. It all depends on the context of the performance

whether juggling is preferable over other types of controllers. However, in many of

the setups we have discussed, a more sophisticated control over triggers is possible.

Either as a structural element of the trigger information, or as information that directly

follows the trigger (comparable to the MIDI-parameter aftertouch), with juggling one

can continuously control sound parameters of the sounds that were just triggered to

play, such as volume, spectrum, playing speed, distortion, etcetera. In fact any

musical parameter can be mapped to be controlled by juggling. We have seen that

particularly with bending sensors attached to the hands of a juggler this possibility is

achieved relatively easily. This feature gives juggling a serious advantage over some

traditional interfaces, as it offers a considerable higher expressiveness, that goes

hand in hand with a clear visual comprehensiveness. However, there are a lot of

controllers available that do offer similar expressive control, such as the more

sophisticated MIDI-keyboards, touch pads, and so on. Therefore the visual strength
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would still be the main reason to choose for juggling instead of these other

controllers.

The second category is the controlling of continuous parameters (as opposed

to the binary character of a trigger). Juggling has overall speed as its basic

continuous parameter, but from this many secondary parameters can be derived:

examples are issues as energy, smoothness or 'edginess', overall 'feel', regularity,

etcetera. These could be applied to musical parameters such as volume or spectrum,

but much more interestingly to more abstract musical constructs, such as

soundscapes. Controlling abstract parameters like these by means of juggling has a

big advantage over standard controllers. In the case of juggling, the character of the

controller directly corresponds to the character of what is controlled. A fader

controlling the energy of a certain musical sound will look the same regardless of its

position: at its minimum value, the fader remains exactly the same object as at is

maximum value. On the other hand, a highly energetic juggling pattern fundamentally

looks and feels different than a calm and steady pattern. Juggling can be said to be

'alive', in exactly the same sense as music. The very character of juggling thus offers

a solid link with music, and this can be used in a live concert to achieve a clear

correspondence between the visual and the auditive.

 On the whole, we have seen that juggling can be used to control existing

musical instruments, a few examples of which were given above. In some cases, the

use of juggling is only a visual enrichment; in other cases juggling additionally gives

expressive control that is possible only with a few of the more standardized

controllers. However, it is clear that juggling as an interface is most exciting, and will

be at its most advantageous, when it is a part of new instrument, specifically

designed to have juggling as its interface. In the same sense, the Theremin is much

more interesting than the electronic piano, as it is a fundamentally new instrument,

not just a variant to an existing one. We can seek for new controllers of (relatively)

old instruments, and juggling would do a fine job in many cases, but we might as well

design everything 'from scratch': both interface, sound source, and mapping between

the two. We could think of some specific feature of a specific way of juggling (for

instance, the juggling object's way of moving and spinning in the air, a specific

rhythmical property of a certain pattern, and so on), and then purposefully think of

musical ways of using that particular feature. This approach takes the strengths and

possibilities of juggling as its starting point for musical ideas, not its problems or

differences with other types of controllers. A few basic suggestions for instruments

like this were given, but it was never the main goal of this thesis to thoroughly design

instruments. More importantly, I have shown that there is a strong need for new
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electronic instruments and that juggling can be an interesting element of such new

instruments.

Lastly, further research should be directed mainly to the practice of the

presented systems. It may be clear that they all have interesting possibilities to offer,

but these have only very scarcely been tested in real performances. Both in the case

of using juggling as a controller of already-existing electronic instruments and of

using it as part of a newly designed instrument, more practical experience is strongly

needed. Most of the detection hardware (piezo's, sensors, videocamera's, and so on)

has broadly been tested and used in other contexts: in live-electronic concerts with

'only' music, as well as in performances consisting of combinations of music and

other art forms, such as dance. It's mainly the combination of this detection hardware

with juggling that is rare still. Additionally, as stated before, the field of designing

instruments that make use of juggling as interface is a very fresh one, and yet, to my

opinion at least, also a very promising one. With the presented overview of

possibilities, I hope to have inspired both 'musical jugglers' and 'acrobatic musicians'

to start thinking of their own designs, to build new instruments and to use them on

stage.
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